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Overview

Summary
Good business decisions and efficient processes
depend on good data. But many companies
experience lengthy postmerger integrations and
overdue, overbudget data migration projects.
SAP offers a package for rapid data migration
to SAP® ERP and SAP Customer Relationship
Management that accelerates and facilitates the
migration of legacy data to these applications.
This way, you can improve data quality and
reporting and be confident of corporate and
regulatory compliance.
Objectives
•• Deliver data migration projects on time and
within budget
•• Provide trustworthy data across the enterprise
•• Improve business process efficiency,
compliance, and software user satisfaction
with high-quality data

Solution
•• Analysis and extraction of data from virtually
any source system
•• Data cleansing and loading
•• Transformation to target data formats
•• Data validation against specific customer
business rules
•• Reconciliation of loaded data against source
data
•• Reporting on and monitoring of all migration
activities
Benefits
•• Meet objectives for streamlined delivery of
migration projects
•• Provide trusted data for core processes and
business users
•• Establish an extensible foundation for
ongoing data management and governance
•• Reuse the package for ongoing integration
projects
Learn more
To find out more, call your SAP representative
today or visit us online at
www.sap.com/rapid-deployment.
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High-quality data is essential for efficient processes and decision making; but, in fact, suspect
data from legacy systems and mergers is common. Bad data leads to unusable systems and
bad reports; and if people don’t trust the data,
they don’t trust the software that uses it. What’s
needed is a solution that streamlines data
migration projects and delivers reliable data.
The package for rapid data migration to SAP®
ERP and SAP Customer Relationship Management (SAP CRM) speeds and facilitates the
migration of legacy data to these applications.
The package lets you analyze and extract data
from virtually any source. It cleanses and
transforms data to target formats, validates
data against customer business rules, and
loads it into SAP ERP and SAP CRM.

The package lets you reconcile loaded data
against source data and report on and monitor
migration activities. It includes best-practices
content for many data objects including customer and vendor master, business partner
and transaction, and sales and purchase
orders, to name a few.
Now you can deliver migration projects on time
and within budget and provide trustworthy data
for better decision making. You can improve
reporting and user satisfaction with enterprise
software. The package enables compliance and
helps ensure quality master data for efficient
core processes. You can establish a solid, extensible foundation for ongoing data management
and data governance and reuse the package for
ongoing integration with source solutions.
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